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17. Heraldic window, Chapel, George Heriot's Hospital, Edinburgh. William Cooper directed by James Gillespie Graham, 1839. Detail - Royal arms of Scotland.

18. South oriel window, Chapel, George Heriot's Hospital, Edinburgh. William Cooper directed by James Gillespie Graham, 1839. Detail - coat of arms.


22. South oriel window, Chapel, George Heriot's Hospital, Edinburgh. William Cooper directed by James Gillespie Graham, 1839. Detail - coat of arms.
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68. Aisle window, Saint Editha, Tamworth. Designed by Henry Holiday and executed by Powell & Sons of Whitefriars, early 1870s. Detail.
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93. Jacob, window No.5, nave, Glasgow Cathedral. Designed by E. Siebertz and executed by the Königliche Glasmalereianstalt of Munich. Detail – The dream and promise.
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